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ABSTRACT

Pequod - is an exploration of the translation problem. And an idea to examine the myth of 
"why the book is always better than the movie."
 The work began by choosing a character to interpret. My choice was the characteristic 
Captain Ahab and his mono manic quest for revenge. The character is taken from Herman 
Menvilles classic novel "Moby Dick" or "The White wale" from 1851.
In order to interpret the character differently, I picked out passages from the novel that 
directly describes the first sight of the character. And also a paragraph describing the 
character's inner thoughts and ideas about their environment.
I did a survey of the descriptions with leading questions about the character's outfit, 
garments, materials, colours and accessories. I handle out the survey to 15 creative persons 
and asked them to interpret the character for me, but also make a quick sketch of him. 
The participants was totally unaware of witch character it was all about.
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OVERVIEW















INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVE:

All people perceive things differently. It may depend on previous experience to refer to or just what they 
think is estetic appealing. When you see a photograph or a scene of an artwork, you can almost instantly tell 
if it appealing or not. This may be due to many factors such as shape, angle, material, lighting and colour.

A work of art to be regarded that someone has recreated from their inner thoughts. A work of art which is all 
about the artist’s taste. But how would it looked like if someone else instead got the description of the artwork 
literally or verbally?
Had the artist felt that his idea and description of a art work  finally accorded with the results. If he had been 
giving it away to someone to freely translate or after given instructions?

“It is initially quite nicely, but then the doubts. A word in the sentence that describes the word “scurrilous” 
It has two meanings. A purely physical: thick or sat. A more looking for character traits: blunt or vulgar. 
Which says Joyce? He says probably both. It is swelling the whole point? Word of double meaning, 
but how to 
translate it?” 
                                Source: Erik Anderson translator,  Comment about translating James Joyce “Ulysses” 
                                              into to Swedish. Sydsvenskan 12/2 2012.

The interpretation of art

“Works of art are often difficult, and how to interpret them properly is far from obvious. The question then 
arises as to what factors should guide efforts at interpretation. 

At one extreme lies the view known as isolationism, according to which a knowledge of the artist’s 
biography, historical background, and other factors is irrelevant to an appreciation of the work of art and 
usually is harmful in that it gets in the way, tending to substitute a recital of these facts for the more difficult 
attempt to come to grips with the work of art itself. 
If the work of art is not understood on first acquaintance, it should be read (or heard, or viewed) again and 
yet again. Constant re-exposure to it, so that the recipient is totally absorbed in and permeated by it, is the 
way to maximum appreciation. 

At the other extreme, contextualism holds that the work of art should always be apprehended in its context 
or setting and that not merely knowledge about it but total appreciation of it is much richer if it is approached 
with this knowledge.”  
                                                     Source:  “Art, philosophy of ”. Encyclopædia Britannica. www.britannica.com

“However, perhaps a translator carries a greater awareness of what it actually means: out of each selected 
word, every expression and how to put them together, also reveals an opinion.”

“You can also reverse it and wonder if Joyce’s original had been a good translation of what I have written?“
                                                                  
                                                        
                                                            Erik Andersson, Translator.

   



Gregory Peck as 
Captain Ahab.
Werner Bros Pictures, 
“Moby Dick” from 1956.

Kent Rockwell´s 
“Captain Ahab” (from 
“Moby Dick” by 
Herman Melville), 1930 
Linecut on paper.
www.lessing-photo.com

Matt Kish - Moby Dick In Pictures.

“The idea to illustrate every page of his favourite novel came out of one restless summer spent looking for a 
new project. He’d always liked to draw -- “very detailed, far too detailed stuff,” he said -- and a friend 
suggested he take on “Moby Dick.” The idea of something that “nakedly ambitious” appealed to him.

So Kish gave himself a goal: with the 552-page Signet Classics paperback version of the Melville classic as 
his guidepost, he’d draw one illustration a day. One for every page.” 

Page 220 
“Mr. Stubb,” said I, turning to that 
worthy, who, buttoned up in his 
oil-jacket, was now calmly smok-
ing his pipe in the rain...

Page 427
“But he will still be hunted, for all 
that. What is best let alone, that 
accursed thing is not always what 
least allures. He’s all a magnet!”

Source: www.huffingtonpost.com

Herman Menvilles novel Moby Dick has been interpreted many times sense it first released in 1851.
Shorter versions and in many different languages  and in motion pictures.
The most famous version was made in 1956, by the Warner Bros pictures. Produce by John Huston.
And Elizabeth Heffender as costume designer. Heffender and Hustons version of Captain Ahab was in its 
time modern according to the fashion then. Butt it has the same typical silhouette as from earlier picture and 
interpretations of the captain. 

Gregory Peck was acting Captain Ahab in the 1956´s version of “Moby Dick”. And its the best known 
interpreting of the character.
                                                                                          Source:  www.imdb.com



Experiments

I needed a interpreting experiment to explore the variation of the results. The first experiment was handle out 
to different people in my ambient through social media and e-mail. I handle out different descriptions about 
the character and followed up with additional questions. But I was not satisfied about the result. Mostly of the 
people in my experiment referenced the descriptions of  the character to well known charterers from their 
favourite movies, or in some case to old tyrants and dictators. It become figuratively in wrong way and the 
aim came out of its purpose. 

Then I realised that I needed more creative people for my experiment and they should have the same 
conditions. And it would bee more fair to just take the descriptions of the character directly from the novel.
15 creative people in my ambient was selected to contribute on my survey. 

The survey:          LOST IN TRANSLATION EXPERIMENT

I need your opinion, imagination and creative mind. I would like you to translate a description of a 
character for me.

Description of the character:

“There seemed no sign of common bodily illness about him, nor of the recovery from any.
He looked like a man cut away from the stake, when the fire has overrun and wasted all the limbs without 
consuming them, or taking away one particle from their compacted aged robustness. His whole high, broad 
form, seemed made of solid bronze, and shaped in an unalterable mould.”

Inside his mind:

“I had expected to find at least one who strove against, but my ring gear fits into their teeth, and they spin 
around. Or, if you will, is the little piles of powder and I match that ignites them. What a fate that the match 
must perish in order to ignite the second! But what I have said that I should do, I’ll do! They think I’m crazy. 
But I’m more than mad, I’m crazy madness. This madness can only understand himself. The prophecy was 
that I would be mutilated. Yes, I lost my leg. Now prophesy that I will dismember the maimed me! I am both 
the prophet and the one who fulfilled ? prophecy! It’s more than you, your high gods have ever been! I laugh 
and make fun of you, your amateurs! “

What kind of clothes does he wear, and how many of them? 

What kind of fabrics are they made of?

What kind of Colours?

Accessories:

Does he have a headpiece?  

If he has, what kind of headpiece? 

What kind of fabric?

What kind of Colour?

Does he have gloves?  

If he has, what kind of gloves?

What kind of fabric?

What kind of Colour?



                                                                                       The Aim...

                                                  of the work is to explore the translation problems 
                                                  by interpreting a description of charter into menswear.   

Does he have any other accessories?   

If he has, what kind of accessories? 

What kind of fabrics are they made of?

What kind of Colours do they have?

Does he have shoes?   

If he has, what kind of shoes? 

What kind of fabric?

What kind of Colour?

Is there something else I should know about him?

Do a sketch of him...
         
                                                                                                                                             Thank you!



Development

From the experiment “Lost in translation”  I chooses the 7 most interesting  and variety interpretations to 
work further with. Trying to find the silhouettes according to the sketches through a styling experiment with 
different garments and fabrics. Trying to visualise the sketches in real scale. 



 After description from the survey about the colours, I added some colours to the sketches. And i also had 
some discussion with some of the translators about the colours.



STYLING EXPERIMENT AND TOILES.



SUMMERY OF OUTFIT NO: 1
TRANSLATOR: SARA, FASHION DESIGN STUDENT.

*Some headpiece that covers the 
forehead, canvas, off white 

*Big coat, wool, gold

*Medallion suit jacket, } black/ 
grey, brown, yellow or blue

*Gloves with big fingers and big 
arms, grey, seal skin

*Only one boot, bear fur, brown

*A shirt twisted around the other 
leg

*Fake teeth necklace

*Layer on layer and basic black 
and grey, accent colours brown, 
yellow and blue



STYLING EXPERIMENT AND TOILES.



*Worn jacket with straps and 
big rage, leather, dark brown 

*Asymmetric and draped shirt, 
silk, white 

*Wrinkled trousers whit a lot of 
stitches, Wide in waist tight in 
legs, linen, Beige  

*Sandals, leather, beige

*Belts, iron and leather, dark 
brown/black

 

SUMMERY OF OUTFT NO: 2
TRANSLATOR: SVETLANA,  ART DESIGN STUDENT.



STYLING EXPERIMENT AND TOILES.
12.



*Old-school welding
protection, felted wool, 
grey

*Overall,  dry leather, 
Burned bronze

*Cool protection gloves, 
leather or plastic,

*Survival kit, steel, rust 
and oily 

SUMMERY OF OUTFIT NO: 3
TRANSLATOR: ELIAS, FASHION DESIGN STUDENT.



STYLING EXPERIMENT AND TOILES.



*A wig hat, hair and metal, 
blond 

*Static dress, hard wearing 
fabrics,  

*creased trousers, hard 
wearing fabrics,

*Warm gloves, wool, 
graphite, 

*Boots with pointing toe, 
leather, black.

*Tissue in chest pocket, 
parachute nylon, 

*Flower in the lapel and a 
watch.

*Futuristic metallic...

SUMMERY OF OUTFIT NO: 4
TRANSLATOR: ELLEN, TEXTILE DESIGN STUDENT.



STYLING EXPERIMENT.



*Constructive uniform with 
hoodie, reflecting fabrics, dark grey, 
dark purple, dark blue and copper. 

*Thin inside, burned and worn, 
pale and with some rusty-red and 
blue.

*Gloves, copper and wool, copper 
and dark blue.

*Big boots, cheap-skin, dark-grey.

*A fake leg, copper and neoprene, 
Copper...

*His ring finger has no protection 
from the cloves, and he has a pock-
et on his fake leg. 

SUMMERY OF OUTFIT NO: 5
TRANSLATOR: LOUISE, FASHION DESIGN STUDENT.



STYLING EXPERIMENT.



SUMMERY OF OUTFIT NO: 6
TRANSLATOR: GUSTAV, FASHION DESIGN STUDENT

* Hobo / mental institution 
patient.

*Drab colours.

*Layer on layer.

*Dirty and worn out 
fabrics.

*Sports bag.



ILLUSTRATION: BIANCA CORREA. STYLING EXPERIMENT AND TOILES.



SUMMERY OF OUTFIT NO: 7
TRANSLATOR: BIANCA, INTERN/ASSISTANT
THE LOCAL FIRM

* Twisted conservative, few 
layers.

*Metal armour.

*Heavy wool, crisp fabrics, 
dull leather.

*Blank, charcoal, deep reds 
and emeralds greens.

*Long black leather gloves.



Some of the interpretations I more tried to translate in to outfits by having a open discussion with the 
translator. By asking more about materials, details and colours. Other interpretations I more translated after 
the written word, the describing text of the character. Like in outfit number 5, Their Louise describes in her 
text that the character wears uniforms in dark shade of blue, purple and grey. 
I also translated directly after the sketch. Like in outfit number 2. Svetlanda describes in the text that her 
character has a brown leather jacket. But it’s more looks like a fur jacket on the sketch. 
In outfit number 4, I had a open discussion with the translator about what actually hides behind the certain. 
But I also had to have her sketch in mind by doing the outfit.
Outfit number 7, I freely translated into a reflection about the hole work experiment. But I based the outfit 
from the illustration and the characters “crazy leg”.  Bianca describes in her text that the hole outfit is  made 
to function with the leg. That’s why the cape is asymmetric. So you could freely translate that; “its all about 
the leg.”  

According to the article “The interpretation of art” from the Encyclopedia Britannica.
Its a big different if you know the background of an art piece, or knew the earlier work of the artist.
And that you se the work of art in a more fairly point of view if you are  not are aware of the artist back-
ground.  If the 15 persons in my experiment knew that the text was about captain Ahab, had all the characters 
wearing a captains cap and a pipe in the corner of the mouth. As the stereotype of a captains of the seas. And 
my second experiment had ended up just like my first.
So about the 7th outfit. Its should be a comment of my work, so should it just be fair to show the viewers the 
stereotype of  a “Captain Ahab”. The way that the character use to be interpreted to. The audience may not 
know which one of the characters that is based on the others.
 

Mike Huddleston, 2009.

mikehuddleston.blogspot.com/

Paul Carbo,
www.paulcarbo.com/fic-
tional_characters.html Rquack, 2009-

http://rquack.deviantart.com/

Interpretations of captain Ahab.



Jorge Lacera, 2007.
http://lacera.blogspot.se/2007/09/
ahab.html

Moby-Dick book cover, in Saul Bass style
www.emmanuelpolanco.net

 Garrick Palmer, 1974 The Folio Society 
Edition, Moby Dick.

http://themobydickcollection.blogspot.

Gregory Peck as Captain Ahab. Werner 
Bros pictures, 1956.

www.imdb.com



The result of the experiments

NO:1 NO:2

NO:3 NO:4



NO:5 NO:6

NO:7 ALTERNATIV
ON NO:7



OUTFIT NO: 1 CAPTAIN SARA.

* Black felted wool hat.
* Gold and dark grey coat, knitted wool and lurex.
* Bronze coloured medallion jacket, wool and silk, copper coins on the chest.
*Grey pants, wool.
*Right-foot, brown and yellow fake fur boot.
*Left-foot, white shirt wrapped around the foot.





* Brown and yellow fake fur jacket, with brown leather collar, lapel and straps.
*White silk shirt.
*Off-white linen pants, worn out on the ties. 
*Brown leather sandals.  

OUTFIT NO: 2 CAPTAIN SVETLANA.





*Bronze coloured polyester overall, sprayed with black paint. 
*Polyester/ Latex headpiece.
*Leather fake leg.
*Light yellow lamb-skin gloves. 

OUTFIT NO: 3 CAPTAIN ELIAS.





*Transparent polyester certain on aluminium bar, attached 
to a leather kidney belt. 
*Red smoking jacket, Silver pigment printed crow wings.
The crow wings pattern is design by textile design student 
Ellen Furderer. She describes in her text that everyone has a 
“inner     crow”
*Grey/blue polyester/cotton overall.

OUTFIT NO: 4 CAPTAIN ELLEN.





*US Marine uniform.
*Marine blue wool jacket with dark red striped edges.
*Dark purple wool/lycra pants, with dark grey wool stripes.
*White canvas belt.

OUTFIT NO: 5 CAPTAIN LOUISE.





OUTFIT NO:6 CAPTAIN GUSTAV.

*Yellow/brown wool/acrylic coat, with green canvas cotton pocket.
*Grey cotton jersey coat with hoodie. 
*Stain printed  off-white cotton shirt.
*Grey polyester/cotton T-shirt.
*Off-White jersey cotton pants.  



*Black jersey polo.
*Black wool pants.
*Crazy fake-leg in white leather.

*Alternative on the 7th Outfit. 
Long coat, pants and fake leg.
Colours and materials not defined.

OUTFIT NO:7 BASED ON CAPTAIN BIANCA.



Discussion of the experiment.

The result of my experiment ended up in a interesting line up with a lot of different characters.
It was a new way to work for me to challenge myself to listen to other peoples point of view about taste, 
shapes, materials and colours. And to get into their imaginations about there way of interpreting a character 
after reading a description. 

What I find reflecting against the aim:

The result of the work should maybe be more fair if it hasn’t been to analysed in that way it was.
If it had been more directly translated after the survey without no further questions to the translators.
Just interpret the feeling of the character after reading the survey and glanced at the sketch.
It had been a totally different lineup then. And it should more look like a collection.
But had it been right to interpret it that way? According to the article in Encyclopedia Britannic, could it 
ruined the experiment because I knew to much about the background of the character. 
So had that been the more fairly way to interpret it?

The result of the line up have a various result of outfits their some of them are more in to a fashionable point 
of view, and others are more preferable for the theatre. The gap between the two aspects are to big and the 
outfits to spread for combining it to a collection.  

What might be the next step?

The next step to straight out some question mark would be to make the experiment again.
And this time give the same survey to 15 creative persons, and tell them which character they are going to in-
terpret. And finally compere the two results of the collections, and then we will know if it matters if you know 
your characters or not.  

Turning point.

The aim of the work was to explore the translation problems by interpreting a description of charter into 
menswear. And the result is more theatrical then menswear fashion. By changing the terms and the way of 
interpret, and using the knowledge and background about the character and the clothes from the experiment.
I re-styled the collection into menswear fashion. Toke the odd outfits away and added some garments. Uni-
form jacket, jeans, a draped skirt, leg protection accessory and a waistcoat. 



*Medallion suit jacket in wool and silk
with copper coins attached at the chest.

*Draped skirt in habotai-silk.
 
*Suit pants in wool.





*US Marine jacket in wool and silk, and with Iron 
buttons.

*Polyester rope attached at left shoulder.

*Overall in polyester and cotton.

*Leg protection  in thick leather with brass buckles.





* Jacket in fake fur and with leather collar and brass 
buckles. 

* Skirt in cotton with iron buttons.

*Suit pants in worn out linen.

*Leg protection in thick leather and with 
brass buckles. 





* Draped skirt in cotton.

*Us Marine uniform pants in wool and elastane.

* Leg protection in thick leather with 
brass buckles. 





* US Marine uniform jacket in wool with polyester 
stripes and gold coloured buttons.

* Polo-sweater in cotton.

* Jeans in pigment printed denim.

‘‘ Leg protection in thick leather with 
brass buckles.  





* Over coat in dyed wool and cotton pocket.

*Hoodie coat in cotton jersey.

*Asymmetric shirt in “trash-dyed” cotton.

*T-shirt in cotton jersey.

*Waistcoat in wool.

*Long johns in “nature-dyed” cotton.

*Leg protection in leather.





* Coat in wool

* Shirt in polyester and cotton. Ausbrenner printed 
with brass buttons.

* Suit pants in polyester.

* Leg protection in thick leather. 
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CRITIQUE ON DANIEL BENDZOVSKI’S, COLLECTION: “TREND STEREOTYPE...”

I base my critique at Daniels explanation about the cycle in trends and stereotypes.

Daniel are working with at method that explains the cycle of a trend, that later become a ste-
reotype.

Fashion is fast and Daniel are always very “upp-to-date about” what’s in our what’s  out.
And he looks at the new trends with at critical eye and often finds it in a ironic aspect. When 
people are trying to interpret the trend to fit in whit there economical situation. Fake fur or 
grannies old mink-coat, for example. 

To explain he’s thought he placed the idea in a collection by using the “Fur-trend” as a arche-
type. The idea and development are well showed in he’s collection. How to work with “fur” in 
different ways, how to make them look cheep , how to highlight the trend by adding strong 
colours and also make a futuristic interpreting  about the fur.

 Daniel always work a lot whit the pattern making so the pieces will fit perfectly later in the 
sewing-lab. He always work calmly and patiently and it’s wort the time when you se the result.
He always has a god craftsmanship.  

Daniel describes the cycle based from the 80’s fur-coat to a unknown future. The silhouette 
of the first outfit reflects also in the last outfit. Symbolizing that the trend is dead and back to 
its origin. The futuristic interpreting of the trend also has the same silhouette. It’s that a coin-
cident our a measured idea? According to that, Daniel also analysing the trend of the silhou-
ettes.

But in witch future are the 5: outfit from? Its the cycle back in the futuristic 60’s? Or has it 
“popped up” even more of the classic decades on the way of time? For me it feels like a long 
step between the plastic fake-fur and the futuristic fur. What’s in between?  

A lot of artistic people and Daniel as well, wear the long black silhouettes. Is that the way for 
us to blend in and make us feel that we belong?  

And the last question; what happens if the fur-trend are placed on the lower part of the outfit?

                                                                                                                                      // Jonas Collberg 



Just chancing colours on the 80’s coat could make it look 
more futuristic.

*Black fur could also be a comment of the dead trend.
*You could also interpret that the fur is inverted, so it become 
a leather outfit instead. Turn the old in and show the new. 

The trend takes the third turn and 
placed on the lower part of the outfit.


